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Figure 1, Eva Zeisel, 1999. Photo: Talisman Brolin

Eva Zeisel is the preeminent modern designer of mass-produced ceramic dinnerware of the twentieth century

(Figure 1). No other ceramic designer can lay claim to such a high degree of creative activity in so many differ-

ent countries and for such a long, continuous period. From pre-World War I Budapest and the Golden Twenties

in Berlin to 1930s Stalinist Russia and ultimately New York City, her extraordinary life over the past hundred years

reflects moments of artistic ferment, political upheaval, and cultural revolution. Similarly, Zeisel’s eighty-year

career as an industrial designer bears witness to the century’s succession of stylistic movements, from the Arts

and Crafts Movement and French Art Moderne to the German Deutscher Werkbund and Bauhaus, the

International Style, and Modernism. Through her unwavering commitment to ceramic mass production, her

influential designs helped shape the look of the century.

An American Icon

Zeisel is perhaps best known for the landmark ceramic designs she created for the American market after World

War II. The Museum dinnerware line, introduced in 1946 at an exhibition at New York’s Museum of Modern Art

(MoMA), was hailed as “the first translucent china dinnerware, modern in shape, to be produced in the United

States”1 (Figure 2). Today this dinnerware is avidly sought after for its elegant and sensual modern shapes by

museums and private collectors alike. The fresh, timeless quality of Zeisel’s work is underscored by two recent

reintroductions. In 1999 the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, reproduced her Town and Country dinner-

ware from 1946, and a combination of pieces from two of her most popular dinnerware lines from the

1950s—Tomorrow’s Classic of 1952 and Century of 1957—is currently in production as Classic Century, thus

making Zeisel’s signature style available to new generations of design enthusiasts. As a reaction against what she

calls the “soulless” quality of mass-produced design, Zeisel uses taut curves and ribbonlike arcs in her work to

temper the severity of hard-edged modernism. She has injected playful whimsy into the serious tenor of the

Modernist vocabulary with designs such as the Museum salt and pepper containers, which feature rounded

bottoms that cause the precisely balanced pieces to rock from side to side when touched. Zeisel’s distinctive and

independent way of thinking about her work was revealed when she noted that “I designed these for people

who like to play with things.”2

An International Designer

Despite Zeisel’s official status as a United States citizen, many countries have claimed her as their own. In the late

1980s, she was awarded the Order of the Star of the Hungarian People’s Republic, the highest honor bestowed
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upon a noncitizen who is not a head of state; and in the German city of Schramberg, a quaint lane named Eva

Zeisel Strasse commemorates her contribution to that country’s ceramic industry. In early 2006, she received a

lifetime achievement award from the Cooper-Hewitt, National Design Museum in New York, and she was one

of several designers recently honored by First Lady Laura Bush at a breakfast in Washington, D.C. Zeisel acknowl-

edged the international value of her career with these words: “I am a Hungarian, German, Russian, and

American designer—partly by choice, moved by the traditional wanderjahre [moving years] of craftsmen, partly

by the moving powers of history during my long life.”3
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Hungary

Eva Zeisel was born Eva Amalia Stricker 4 in Budapest in

1906 to a highly cultured and distinguished bourgeois

family.5 Her great-grandfather was one of the wealthiest

landowners in Hungary, and her grandfather was a railroad

magnate. Her grandmother, a pioneer of the early feminist

movements in Central Europe, was renowned for her salon

of artists, Hungarian intellectuals, and Russian revolutionar-

ies. The family moved to Vienna in 1912 but returned to

Budapest after the end of World War I. Eva’s father, Sándor

Stricker, owned a textile company, and her mother, Laura

Polanyi Stricker, an expert on child welfare and education,

was a feminist active in Social Democratic Party politics

during the short-lived Karolyi government. Reflecting on her

career as a woman designer at a time when the field was

dominated by men, Zeisel has credited her grandmother

and especially her mother for raising her to believe that she

could do anything she set out to accomplish: “Mother was

a combination of Victorian strictness and absolute toler-

ance; that meant whatever I took into my mind to do she

supported.”6 That confidence in herself, and later in her work, was central to her success as a designer in Europe

and the United States.

Eva’s creative skills were expressed in her artwork at a very early age, and to nurture her daughter’s talent,

Laura Stricker engaged prominent Hungarian avant-garde artists, including the painters Gyula Derkovits and

Ödön Edmund Márffy, as teachers. In 1923 Zeisel enrolled in the Budapest Royal Academy of Fine Arts and

trained under János Vaszary, but she interrupted her painterly ambitions for what she thought would be a brief

foray into traditional pottery. As Zeisel later recalled, “I decided to learn a craft, in order to support me as a

painter, as I did not want to ‘starve in the garret for my art’ as my colleagues were willing to do. Hungary had

a beautiful tradition of peasant pottery … so I apprenticed myself to the last pottery master in Budapest, Jakob

Karapancsik, who produced pitchers and pots in his basement shop.”7 After only six months in the shop, Zeisel

became, before the age of eighteen, the first woman admitted to the Hungarian Guild of Chimney Sweepers,

Oven Makers, Roof Tilers, Well Diggers, and Potters. She had embarked on her career. 

My new profession led me into new worlds. This was the world of the medieval guild system

with its strict hierarchy from master to journeyman to unlearned worker, to the apprentice—which

was me. After I had become a journeyman and had a workbook, I made my own shop in my garden

in March 1925 and produced and sold traditional Hungarian pottery. These were underground kilns

because this was the Indian and Hungarian method of producing black-smoke pottery. I produced

some things and had to sell them. So I took a table to the market and my boy friend (not “boyfriend”

like here) and I sat there and sold my pottery. My mother thought this very improper, so she chaper-

oned me.8

Figure 2, Museum coffee service, 1946. Glazed porcelain. 

Castleton China, New York (Zeisel archives, New York)

Zeisel’s work from this period show the

influences of the ceramics in her family’s collec-

tion: vessels with undulating, scalloped rims

and full-bodied, rounded forms in the style of

vernacular Hungarian peasant pottery, as well

as pieces with geometric patterns cut out in the

clay in the manner of the Wiener Werkstätte.

In the 1920s, travel abroad opened

Zeisel’s eyes to avant-garde art, architecture,

and design and increasingly drew her to

Modernism. Thus, in the summer of 1925, she

was struck by the stark white Pavillon de l’Esprit

Nouveau—Le Corbusier’s vision of modern

architecture and design—which she saw at the

Exposition des Arts Décoratifs et Industriels

Modernes in Paris.9

In 1926 she won honorable mention for

her work in the Hungarian group display of

pottery at the Philadelphia Sesquicentennial exhibition. The attention from this award led to her first factory job

with Kispester Pottery in Budapest, a firm that made dinnerware, as well as bathroom fixtures such as sinks and

toilets. Zeisel was employed to make by hand samples from which molds were made for small-scale mass-

production, and an art department was established for this purpose. Her designs ranged from small, whimsical

dishes in the form of exotic animals to rounded, gourd-shaped vases with applied decoration and free-flowing

glazes and a tea service with geometric forms mediated by fanciful scrolled handles. However, the success and

popularity of the art department began to compete for everyone’s time, threatening the sanitary ceramics

production, so the company’s backers ordered Zeisel’s department closed. In characteristic fashion, she turned

the situation into an opportunity: “Since the tradition of a journeyman’s life is to pack up his things and travel

the world, I put an advertisement in the trade paper saying that I was an accomplished potter’s journeyman and

was looking for a job. I accepted the one farthest from home, in a small art pottery shop, Hansa Kunstkeramik,

in Hamburg, Germany—not far from the red light slum district.”10

Weimar Germany

In 1927 Zeisel was twenty years old. The squalor of Hamburg may not have seemed the appropriate environ-

ment for a young lady of Zeisel’s privileged background, but she rose to its challenges:

I was the only girl in this shop, which consisted of a grouchy old master, a deaf and dumb hunch-

back potter, a bowlegged former sailor who fired the kiln, and another potter. To greet me, they put

a lifelike reproduction of a male sexual organ onto my potter’s wheel, which I highhandedly and

casually eliminated. This won their esteem. I was expected to throw quantities of vases exactly the

same size, shape, and height. It turned out, however, that I could not do this and was a very bad

journeyman. Although I could not make them the same, I could make them very different, so I was

Figure 3, Eva Zeisel, with some of her pottery for Schramberger Majolica Fabrik, Schramberg, Germany,

c.1929–30 (Zeisel archives, New York)
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asked to make the samples. This is how I became a

designer.11

Zeisel stayed in Hamburg until the spring of

1928, and after a short trip to northern Europe, she

returned to Budapest, where she created stage sets for

an avant-garde theater company. Later that year, she

answered an advertisement for a resident designer

placed by the Schramberg Majolica Factory in

Germany, and she obtained the position. Having had

no drafting experience, Zeisel solicited the aid of an

architect friend to teach her the fundamentals in a six-

hour tutorial, and soon afterward she was on her way

to the small town of Schramberg, deep in the Black

Forest. Eager to practice her newly acquired drafting

skills, she boldly announced on her arrival at the

factory that she preferred to submit her designs on paper rather than to throw actual samples. 

The scenery in Schramberg was beautiful, but life was lonely. “From fall 1928,” Zeisel later remembered,

“I worked from 7:20 in the morning, when I punched the card entering the factory, until 6:30 at night, with an

interruption for lunch. I worked in a small, isolated attic room facing a mountain. It was so quiet that I trained

a little mouse to come to the head of my pencil.”12

At Schramberg she designed freely, creating objects by the hundreds—vases, dinnerware sets, luncheon

sets, tea services, lidded containers, lamp bases, ashtrays, and the occasional inkwell (Figure 3). The basic forms

are boldly geometric and spare, to which simple curved spouts and arc-shaped handles are added. The general

lack of extraneous ornament emphasized the utility of the designs, which is softened by the harmonious combi-

nation of line and form. As Zeisel later explained: “I played with geometry (in the late ‘20s and early ‘30s)

because this was the fashion; it was accepted in a popular sense and was being used in cheap wallpaper and

linoleum design … It was not the highfalutin’ moral issues of the Bauhaus that led me to geometry; I was having

fun with it and did it in a way that I hoped would be amusing. Playfulness is important.”13

“While working at the factory,” she added, “I was sent twice to Paris to imbibe the new styles. I visited the

1930 Deutsche Werkbund exhibition there, and by then I knew the work of the Bauhaus well. I wrote about my

reactions to this soulless Modernism that took away individuality and joy.”14 Although over the years Zeisel has

been critical of what she thought to be the rigidly ideological tenets of the Bauhaus, she was very aware of the

school’s importance and influence. She has even admitted to having occasionally communicated with a colleague

at the Bauhaus, Naum Slutsky, by sending him her designs for a critical opinion; but, as she is quick to say, she

did not necessarily take his advice.

After two years, even the occasional trips to France could not dispel the sense of isolation from the rest of

the world that Zeisel felt in Schramberg. In the summer of 1930, she moved to Berlin, the cultural and intellec-

tual center of Europe. The heyday of progressive culture in Berlin had begun in the mid-1920s, with a surge of

creativity in architecture, design, literature, film, painting, music, criticism, philosophy, psychology, and fashion.

Cultural luminaries such as architect Walter Gropius, physicist Albert Einstein, painter George Grosz, and writer

Bertolt Brecht contributed to the vibrancy of

the city. In Zeisel’s words:

This was the only elegant year of my

working years. I lived and worked in a beauti-

ful, large studio, in the center of Berlin,

occupied before by the painter Emil Nolde.

This studio was five blocks from the

Romanische Café, the well-known meeting

place of liberal intellectuals. In my studio,

writers, physicists, artists, and actors were my

frequent guests—the writers Anna Seghers

and Arthur Koestler; the physicists Leo Szilard,

Victor (“Viki”) Frederick Weisskopf, and Fritz

[G.] Houtermans; and my uncle, Michael

Polanyi, were some of them. While the town

became more and more politically compli-

cated and jittery, this year was my most

worldly, pleasant time. I designed for the

Christian Carstens Kommerz Company, which

sent a model maker to my studio and he

made models for several of their factories

(Figure 4). From time to time I visited their

factories in Lübeck in the north and Hirschau

in Bavaria to finish and decorate my work.15

In 1931 the industry magazine Die Schaulade praised Zeisel’s designs as, “Modern in the best sense, these

excellently worked-through forms avoid all extravagance … What is particularly striking about the new forms is,

with all the functionalism of the conception, the comforting softness of their shape.” But this was also a time

of desperation. Germany was in the middle of the worldwide depression, and a political shift had begun. The

Social Democratic Party, which had established the new government in 1918, began to lose seats in the

Reichstag, as the Nazi party established rapid gains. 

The Soviet Union

In the midst of Germany’s political and economic instability, Zeisel decided on a short trip to the USSR.16 The

decision was not a frivolous one, given her family’s general interest in Russian culture and politics while she was

growing up and the fact that her older brother was already living and working there as a patent attorney. The

short visit turned into a stay of more than five years, from January 1932 to September 1937. The reason Zeisel

stayed was a series of important positions in several Soviet porcelain factories. The first was with the Ukrainian

Porcelain and Glass Trust and entailed inspecting the conditions at factories in remote areas of the republic:

The factories I visited were in Baranofka, a typical shtetl. I was the first foreigner to visit since the

October Revolution of 1917. The guesthouse where I spent the night had a wall heated from the

Figure 5, Tea service, c.1935. Glazed porcelain. Dulevo Porcelain Factory, 

Orekhovo-Zuevo, USSR (Zeisel archives, New York)

Figure 4, Tea service, c.1931. Glazed earthenware. Christian Carstens Kommerz, Germany 

(Zeisel archives, New York)
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outside, and it was lit by just one candle.

It was bitter cold and the rats were

jumping up. The people who ran the

factory told me the workers were very

restless, and were expecting me to give a

speech. I had never given a speech

before, but I was not worried because I

knew that I would speak in German and

that they would not understand what I

said. In a huge dark hall with a picture of

Lenin behind me, I spoke to them fluently

in German about the conditions of the

German factory workers, thinking that no

one would understand my speech;

however, it turned out that they all spoke

Yiddish and asked many questions after-

ward.17

By the summer of 1932, Zeisel was

employed at the Lomonosov State

Porcelain Factory (the former Imperial

Porcelain Factory) in Leningrad, where

she worked with Nikolai Suetin, the

factory’s artistic director and collaborator

of the Suprematist Kasimir Malevich, and

received advice from Constructivist

Vladimir Tatlin. In 1934 she moved to the

Dulevo Porcelain Factory in Orekhovo-Zuevo, where she designed a variety of ceramics, including dinnerware and

tea sets, which show a remarkable degree of sophistication and elegance (Figure 5). An exhibition of her work

at a Moscow department store drew critical attention from the press: “The new Stricker porcelain shows light-

ness and exhilaration … In them there is reached a creative unity of functionalism and artistic imagination …

They delight us through the suppleness of the line.”18 By 1935, at the age of only twenty-nine, she had become

artistic director overseeing the Soviet ceramics industry and was working in Moscow. But Zeisel’s steep ascent

came to an abrupt halt on 28 May 1936: “At the height of my success I suddenly found myself imprisoned,

accused of ‘successfully executing an attempt on Stalin’s life.’ I spent sixteen months in the Leningrad prison,

sharing the fate of many others wrongfully accused and innocently imprisoned.”19

While in prison, Zeisel learned that she had been falsely accused, by another prisoner, of two treasonable

acts: First, she was said to have brought from Germany an assassin who was posing as a model maker, and

second, she was accused of having traveled to Paris not on vacation but to courier documents for Leon Trotsky,

who was then living in exile in France. Filled with despair after having been tricked into giving a false admission

of guilt, Zeisel tried to commit suicide.20 Her account of the experiences during her imprisonment became the
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Figure 6, Zeisel with Pratt Institute student work at Bay Ridge Specialties ceramic factory, Trenton, New Jersey,

1939 (Zeisel archives, New York)

basis for the famous 1940 novel

Darkness at Noon, which was written

by Zeisel’s longtime friend, the well-

known author Arthur Koestler, and

set during the Stalinist purges and

Moscow show trials of the late

1930s.

In September 1937, Zeisel was

suddenly and unexpectedly released.

She first went to Vienna and from

there, on the day Hitler’s forces

marched into Austria, to Switzerland

on one of the two last trains out of

the country. During a brief stay in

England she married Hans Zeisel, an

economist and social scientist, and

the couple moved to the United

States in October 1938.

America

When Zeisel arrived in the United

States, she was typical of many

émigré artists in that she had a great

deal of experience in Europe but no

reputation in America. Moreover,

unlike many former Bauhaus design-

ers, who were sponsored by notable architects, designers, artists, or institutions, and who came to America with

the promise of a career in their respective fields, Zeisel came to the United States as a “wife.” As such, and

despite her considerable professional successes in Europe, she did not have the immediate entrée into artistic

and design circles that was granted to other, primarily male, émigré designers. Zeisel immediately took steps to

resume her work and career:

As soon as I arrived, I went to the New York Public Library to look at magazines and learn about

the American scene in my industry. A telephone call that afternoon to Mrs. Madeline Love, editor of

China, Glass and Lamps, directed me to 23rd Street where Mr. Slobodkin, a representative of a small

company, ordered a line of about a dozen miniature dishes. The commission brought me $100 before

the first month was over. The day I received the check a van pulled up with the C.O.D. shipment of

Biedermeier furniture from Vienna for exactly that amount. My school friend had a business design-

ing statistical graphics and for fifty cents an hour I was employed modeling the background for a film

showing four hundred thousand Chinese marching toward the Himalayas. I made the mountains out

of plaster and they looked exactly like the real thing. Carl Johnson, a Pratt student, worked with me

Figure 7, Installation view of the exhibition Modern China: New Designs by Eva Zeisel Produced by Castleton

China, Museum of Modern Art, New York, 17 April–9 June 1946 (Zeisel archives, New York)
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on this project, and we decided to

make models for a line of ceramic

giftware. He obtained permission

from Professor Donald Dohner, head

of the quite new Industrial Design

Department at Pratt Institute, to use

the facilities of the design depart-

ment during vacation time [the

summer of 1939] for model making.

While working that summer, Mr.

Dohner asked me to present him a

teaching program for ceramic design

for mass production. And on the

basis of this I started my fourteen-

year teaching career at the Pratt Institute.21

In 1939, just six months after arriving in New York, Eva Zeisel was teaching ceramic mass-production design

at Pratt Institute in Brooklyn. Pratt already had an established reputation in industrial design, but the previous

instructor had taught craftwork pottery. In her first year of teaching, Zeisel arranged for her students to gain

working knowledge at the Bay Ridge Specialties ceramic factory in Trenton, New Jersey (Figure 6). At an exhibi-

tion in the summer of 1939 of student work produced at the factory, Zeisel met Eliot Noyes, director of the

Department of Industrial Design at the Museum of Modern Art in New York. Their discussion on that occasion

prompted her to explore the debates over the relative merits of handicraft and mass production. At a lecture at

the Metropolitan Museum of Art in January 1942, Zeisel drew strongly on the debate popularized by the

Deutscher Werkbund and the Bauhaus. She contended that the industrial designer was uniquely positioned to

bridge the gap between handicraft and mass production by combining knowledge of the technical aspects of

manufacture with such factors as price, function, and appearance and still meet the aesthetic requirements of

art.22 What she said was not new—indeed it was commonplace in “progressive” design theory of the late 1920s

and 1930s in the United States, as well as in Europe. Yet the reality was that by 1942 there was little American

mass production of “modern” forms that was acceptable to Modernist design cognoscenti such as Noyes. At

the invitation of Zeisel—who was always astute when it came to promoting herself and her work—Noyes

attended the lecture. Soon after, when Castleton China Company of New Castle, Pennsylvania, solicited the

Museum of Modern Art for a designer to create a formal dinner service in the new modern style, Noyes

suggested Eva Zeisel.

This timely meeting of minds coincided with the museum’s growing interest in influencing the taste of

manufacturers and consumers. The result was the Museum dinnerware line, born out of an unprecedented

collaboration in American design history between marketing (Castleton China), manufacture (Shenango Pottery),

and the industrial designer (Eva Zeisel), with the museum (MoMA) giving its endorsement. This first American

porcelain dinnerware in the modern idiom was unveiled in 1946 at the MoMA exhibition Modern China: New

Designs by Eva Zeisel Produced by Castleton China.

The Castleton Museum line stands out by the skillful harmonization of a variety of motifs. Rather than
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Figure 8, Silhouette glassware, c.1952. Glass. Bryce Brothers, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 

(Zeisel archives, New York)

Figure 9, Prototype coffeepot, creamer, and plate, 1958. Glazed porcelain. Manifattura Mancioli, Montelupo,

Italy, 1958 (Zeisel archives, New York)

repeat a single shape

throughout, Zeisel intro-

duced a family of forms —

circles, rounded squares, and

ovals — to individualize

pieces and to relieve what

she called the monotony of

many modern designs.

Fulfilling the tenets of her

1942 lecture at the

Metropolitan Museum, it is

not surprising to find that she

used design solutions similar

to those of the Bauhaus

ceramists in the 1920s;

however, Zeisel’s design

achieves the same perfect

balance of simplicity, utility,

and sculptural beauty —

realized on an industrial

scale. 

As Zeisel has observed,

“The [MoMA] exhibition

established my standing as

an American designer.” The

publicity surrounding the

show brought her nationwide recognition and led to numerous commissions from new clients. The

postwar trend in design moved away from geometry and austerity toward more daring, organic designs

for the increasingly casual American lifestyle. Zeisel’s Town and Country line of earthenware for Red Wing

Potteries (Red Wing, Minnesota, 1946) reflected this, with its lively mix-and-match color palette and

anthropomorphic shapes. Her most popular dinnerware line, Tomorrow’s Classic, was also organic in

nature. Produced by Hall China Company (Liverpool, Ohio, 1951), the cheerful yet sophisticated earth-

enware was made available with a wide selection of decal decorations. Combined with a competitively

low price, Tomorrow’s Classic was “America’s Fastest Selling Modern Dinnerware” in 1952.23

Zeisel’s playful nature found expression in her dinnerware for Riverside China (Riverside, California,

1946–47) and Western Stoneware (Monmouth, Illinois, 1953). The rounded bottoms of her Riverside

designs for a tea set, pitcher, cups, and bowls captured the “rocking” quality she had explored earlier in

the Museum salt and pepper containers, and her designs for Western Stoneware featured a tea service

and a family of covered casseroles in whimsical bird forms.

Demonstrating the versatility of her skills in design, she did not limit her new commissions to



very well, you become uninterested in being more perfect.”25 Decades later she would echo this sentiment in her

advice to young designers: “Nor must designers search for the very best, for perfection, because when they feel

they have achieved their very best, the creative impulse is at an end.”26

Looking back at four decades of professional success, she felt that there were more important issues than

design and pursued those just as ardently as she had her previous work. She undertook several writing projects,

including the memoirs of her Russian imprisonment and a historical account of an African-American uprising in

eighteenth-century New York that had parallels with the Moscow show trials of the 1930s. For almost two

decades she concentrated on these writing projects and raised her family with great content. Despite her

personal withdrawal from design, however, the market still wanted her. Without her instigation, her reputation

and body of work had taken on a life of its own.

A New Beginning

In 1983, at the age of seventy-six, Zeisel returned to design. She accepted an invitation to visit the Zsolnay

ceramic factory in Pécs, Hungary, where she designed vases, covered containers, and candleholders in their

lustrous, trademark eosin glaze. While there Zeisel made contact with the Kispester-Granit company in

Budapest—the factory that had given her first job in 1926—and she created a set of dinnerware, including a tea

set with plump, flower-bulblike forms. The following year, she returned to Japan and designed her Pinnacle

dinnerware line for International China (Toki City).

In the meantime, the retrospective exhibition, Eva Zeisel: Designer for Industry, which originated in

Montreal, toured various cities in the United States and Europe, including Budapest, Vienna, Helsinki, and

London, thus introducing a new audience to her extensive body of work. The exposure led to new commissions,

and she has been busy ever since.
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ceramics. In 1947 she

designed a line of innovative

serving dishes and table

accessories in acrylic plastic

for the Clover Box and

Manufacturing Company

(New York). The Cloverware

line used new air pressure

technology to mold the

plastic into asymmetrical,

overtly organic shapes. Zeisel

received commissions in

metal from General Mills

(Chicago, 1948), and

Metalcraft (Chicago, 1948),

and in glass from Bryce

Brothers (Pittsburgh, 1952)

(Figure 8), A. H. Heisey and Company (Newark, Ohio; Art Director, 1953), and Federal Glass (Columbus, Ohio,

1954).

In 1953 Zeisel resigned from her teaching position at Pratt Institute, when her husband, Hans, joined the

law faculty at the University of Chicago. Eva divided her time between her family in Chicago and her country

house in upstate New York, where she maintained a studio. Commissions from the late 1950s and the 1960s

came primarily from abroad, as European and Japanese manufacturers competed for the United States dinner-

ware market by hiring American designers to create work that would appeal to American taste. Because Zeisel

preferred to visit each site personally to examine the clay body and the factory’s technical capabilities before

submitting her designs, she found opportunities to combine family pleasure with business. So in 1957, after

having enrolled her son in a Swiss boarding school, she worked at the Rosenthal factory (Selb, Bavaria) for several

months and designed the commercially successful Eva dinnerware line. Later that year, after spending Christmas

in Rome with both her children, she traveled to Montelupo, Italy, outside of Florence, and designed a stately,

elegant set of porcelain dinnerware for the Manifattura Mancioli (Figure 9). Zeisel traveled to Japan in 1963 to

work on a set of casual porcelain with Noritake (Nagoya, Japan), and on the way back home she went to India

to design for Bengal Potteries in Calcutta. That same year, back in the United States, she designed a graceful line

of dinnerware for Hyalyn Porcelain Works (Hickory, North Carolina). The footed compote, tureen, and coffee

mug lend an air of quiet dignity to the set, while the ribbonlike handles on the coffeepot and mug add casual

sophistication, and the scalloped edge of the serving bowl is reminiscent of her handmade wares from the mid-

1920s, influenced by Hungarian folk pottery. These would be her last designs for the next twenty years.

“Then the Vietnam War came and distracted everyone from design, including me.”24 In the mid-1960s

Zeisel joined the antiwar movement, participating in sit-ins and photographing the peace marches in New York

City. “Those were tremendous years—the years of the peace marches and Martin Luther King. Modern design

somehow ceased to be interesting or relevant then.” She adds: “Also, at some point, when you do something
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Figure 10, Pair of pitchers and tea set, 2001. Glazed porcelain. KleinReid, Brooklyn, New York. 

(Courtesy of KleinReid)

Figure 11, Tea service, 2003. Glazed porcelain. Lomonosov Porcelain Factory, St. Petersburg, Russia. 

Photo: Brent C. Brolin



At the turn of the new century, Zeisel is designing as passionately as ever, her most recent work including

objects in ceramic, metal, and glass (1999–2006) for Nambé Mills of Santa Fe, New Mexico; vase groupings

(1999), pitchers (2001), and a tea set (2001) for KleinReid of Brooklyn (Figure 10); and even a contemporary

alternative to the traditional funerary urn. In 2003 she revisited Russia at the invitation of the Lomonosov

Porcelain Factory, where she had worked from 1932 to 1934. Zeisel designed an exquisite tea set with thin,

flaring collars that emphasize the translucency of the fine bone china (Figure 11). By means of this commission

she fulfills her observation: “I always thought of my own work as a link between the past and the future.”27

With the release in 2004 of her book Eva Zeisel on Design: The Magic Language of Things, she shares the

thoughts, experiences, and lessons of a lifetime in design. Her prediction for the future: “The tall museum doors

have closed on the last century’s decorative arts. The museum of the new century is now ready, its great halls

eager to receive our new century’s style, the style of elegance and beauty.”28 An achievement she has called “the

style of my century.”29
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